
Witnessing a Solar
Eclipse First-hand

by Dave Gibson

Over thirty years ago while shin-

gling a house in northern Illinois, I

witnessed a solar eclipse. I recall

that the afternoon became eerily

dark as the birds stopped singing.

Despite warnings to the contrary, I

couldn’t resist a quick peek

through a small opening between

my fingers at the partial eclipse. In

a slight loosening of the rules,

experts today say the only time it is

safe to look directly at the sun with

the naked eye is during totality.

On May 20th a rare opportunity

presented itself. An annular eclipse

would take place beginning in

China, passing over Japan and

below the Aleutian Islands, con-

cluding in Texas. An annular

eclipse occurs when the moon is at

or near its farthest distance from

Earth (apogee) lining up perfectly

between the Earth and sun. At the

height of an annular eclipse a “ring

of fire” can be seen surrounding

the moon. Total eclipses happen

when the moon is closest to Earth

(perigee) obscuring all of the sun. 

With weather cooperating, the

celestial phenomenon would be

visible from the Denver area but

only at partialness. Albuquerque

was situated on the eclipse’s center

path and after following the weath-

er reports for ten days leading up

to the event, clear skies were pre-

dicted. Despite an anemic bank

account and without any jobs

signed, with no real choice in the

matter in my mind because of the

magnitude of the happening, I

opted to “seize the day” heading

south on Interstate 25 for New

Mexico. I would buy only gas and

sleep at a rest stop. The last annu-

lar eclipse in the U.S. was eighteen

years ago. The next one is in

eleven years. Even if I am still

around, who’s to say it won’t be

cloudy that day. The time was

now!

The Albuquerque Astronomical

Society had named the Balloon

Museum as an ideal spot to view

the eclipse. Elevated above the city

on the north side of town, I arrived

at the museum at 1:30 p.m.

Sunday. Scores of people had

already lined up to purchase spe-

cial “solar glasses” which would

go on sale at three o’clock. With

five hours to kill before the start of

the eclipse, by talking with people,

I was able to ascertain where in the

sky the spectacle would take place.

My next step was choosing a good

vantage point from which to

observe and take pictures. I dis-

cussed my options with a museum

volunteer who guided me to a pre-

viously locked, shaded, balcony

fifty feet above the ground. With a

solid concrete floor to set my tri-

pod upon, I placed my chair next

to the rail. Puffy clouds bubbled on

the horizon threatening to ruin the

show.

Spectators trickled in with their

own strategies for observing the

annular eclipse. Disposable card-

board solar glasses, shadow pro-

jection boxes, welder’s

helmets/glasses, and film peeled

from CDs taped over the end of

camera lenses were some of the

devices. A solar filter was recom-

mended for photography and I had

purchased a neutral density filter –

lighter than needed and the wrong

type! I could always use the live

view LCD screen on the back of

my camera instead of the

viewfinder to avoid retina damage,

but the danger was in frying my

digital camera’s sensor. I would

shoot the sun sparingly during its

fuller phases. 

A few hours later the clouds had

passed and viewing conditions

were optimal. At 6:28 MDT, the

moon dipped into the sun! Just a

fingertip at first, all heads turned

west toward what became an

obtuse crescent. Black sunspots up

to 50,000 miles across could be

seen on the sun’s surface.

Someone had assumed a yoga

position with upturned hands in

the middle of a field soaking up

what I have to think was some very

good energy! Slowly the sun

engulfed the moon until a little

over an hour after commencing, it

was precisely centered creating the

“ring of fire!” Lasting only four

minutes and 28 seconds before the

moon began moving out of the

sun, it shone over the dusky plain.

With 94% of the sun covered, the

5th Dimension’s medley

“Aquarius” and “Let the Sun

Shine” appropriately played in the

background. When the moon exit-

ed the middle, the sun turned bril-

liant orange as it set.

If you missed the eclipse, take

heart; Coloradoans are favorably

situated for a total eclipse on

August 21st, 2017. It will be view-

able in Casper, Wyoming, weather

permitting.
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Pursuing the elusive ring of fire
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